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Mary Hamilton Papers (c.1750-c.1820)
• Mary Hamilton (1756-1816): courtier and diarist, nexus of several 

interlocking royal, aristocratic, literary and artistic circles in late 18C 
London.

The Archive
• Letters (c.180 hands), diaries, commonplace books, etc.
• John Rylands Research Institute and Library, Manchester 

(c.2,500 items, fully catalogued)
• other 11 libraries/archives in the UK and US; private collections
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From Image to Text (2011-2019) to Unlocking the Mary Hamilton Papers (2019-2022)
‘a window onto eighteenth-century life, literature and language’

Mary Hamilton Papers (c.1750-c.1820)
Correspondence
• c. 1400 items, c. 60 hands
• diversity of social networks
• digitised and transcribed
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Diaries
• selection of Mary's and her husband's
• inc. draft letters, journal letters 
• digitised; transliteration in progress

Mary Hamilton Papers (c.1750-c.1820)
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Annotated edition via MDC
• digital images side-by-side 

transcriptions
• diplomatic and normalised transcr.

Linguistic corpus via CQPweb
• part-of-speech & semantic tagging
• search in normalised text
• output in diplomatic text

Mary Hamilton Papers (c.1750-c.1820)
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Annotated edition via MDC
• digital images side-by-side 

transcriptions
• diplomatic and normalised transcr.

Linguistic corpus via CQPweb
• part-of-speech & semantic tagging
• search in normalised text
• output in diplomatic text

beta version of corpus in Feb 2022 ⇨ revised version in Dec 2022
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Manchester Digital Collections Manchester Digital Collections

Editing practices

Process
PHOTOGRAPHY TRANSCRIPTION DISPLAY
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Editing practices
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• Visual information

• Structure of the text

• Unclear / illegible elements

• People & places

• Different hands

• Foreign phrases, direct speech
• Self-corrections

• Etc.

Editing practices
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Current Project Website

Personography database
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Personography database

• Data: basic biographical; relational (consanguineal, marital, professional, 
social).

• TEI format allows for multiple fields, integration with MDC and more widely, 
conversion to other output formats (e.g. Excel).

• Application: 
• At present: basic biographical data for individuals as tooltip (c. 1230 individual 

xml:ids)

• In future: online personography (electronic person index), mapping of 
relationships, linking to authority files, linking to documents
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Sender/recipient (correspDesc)
Mentions/sends greetings from (xml:id)
Mentions/ sends greetings to (xml:id)

John 
Dickenson

Mary 
Hamilton

Louisa 
Dickenson
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Research Strands

Research Questions/Strands
I. Social Networks: What commonalities and differences can be found in the

operation and the relevance to reading, letter-writing and everyday language of the
social networks around Mary Hamilton?

II. Reading Practices: How can textual traces of reader circulation, reception and
response contained in the Hamilton Papers help us to think differently about
eighteenth-century Romantic literature?

III. Norms and Usage: What evidence can the Hamilton Papers provide of the influence
of language standardisation forces on letter-writing practices during the late
Georgian period?

IV. Language Structure: How do the social networks around Hamilton reflect the
progress of the wholesale realignment of the English auxiliary verb system in the
late Georgian period? 20
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Strand III – Background

Standardisation and ‘the art of letter writing’
• 18C as the Age of Codification and the rise of Prescriptivism (cf. Nuria's earlier work)

• LW as a social practice, and private epistles as a major text type (Görlach 2001: 211)

• LW manuals had become “the basis of any ‘general course of education wherein 
the first principles of polite learning are laid down’” (Dodsley 1748, in Bannet 2005: 18)

• Politeness continuum: relationship author-addressee (Nevala 2004 on EModE)
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Strand III – Data and Methodology

Usage (c.1750-c.1820)
• c. 1400 letters, over ½ million words
• c. 60 hands, various networks
• transcriptions (TEI/XML annotations)

Norms (1650-1800)
• LW manuals (45)
• Grammar books with LW advice (10)
• printed in UK, copy in PDF
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Strand III – Data and Methodology

Salutations
• opening (‘address formulae’) and closing 

(‘subscription formulae’)
• other references to the addressee and 

signatures also considered

Individual Coding
• metadata, structure
• head-noun, pre-head modification
• social network, sociolinguistic factors
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Strand IV – Language structure
• Categorical and statistical changes in auxiliary system 1750-1820, centred on

the syntax, semantics and morphology of be (and be in alternation with have
and modals).

• Hamilton Papers a chronologically ideal data source for both ‘apparent time’
studies by comparison of different generations and longitudinal, ‘real-time’
studies of individuals: change during the lifetime.

• If sufficient data, will test for link between kinds of social network tie and
linguistic stability or change.

• Other strands select most of their crucial data by TEI mark-up added during
editing, but this strand requires tagging and parsing of whole edition.

24
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Strand IV – Some changes of  interest in be
• Gains and losses in imperative

Be not uneasy my kind friend (1786, HAM/1/13/33)
but dont be Anxious (1773, HAM/1/19/53)

• Non-finite modal be
my joy is much embitter'd by her being to stay a very short time (1785, HAM/1/4/3/5)

• been ‘gone (and returned), visited’
I hope You have been to Chelsea (1783, HAM/1/15/2/25)

• Gains and losses in morphological forms, e.g. aren’t, 2 sg. was, ’Tis
As you was so good to expreʃs a wish to hear from me (1791, HAM1/3/2/7)
You were so good as to write me word (1784, HAM/1/14/100)
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• Decline of be perfect
as she heard Mr. Lightfoot the Chaplain was come (1783, HAM/2/6)

Tell my Brother I wish he had come (c.1790, HAM/1/10/1/18)

• Near-disappearance of double -ing
owing to the Rash being coming out (1780, HAM/1/12/28)

• Grammaticalisation of the progressive

• Emergence of progressive of be and progressive passive
at this Moment I write from his bedside -- he is attended by two Physicians [cf.
archivist’s summary: He is being attended to] (1771, HAM/1/19/13)

she had known him when he was quite a little boy at ye. foundling -- he was being
blind brought up & having a good ear – brought up, by that excellent charity, to
Musick (1784, HAM/2/8)
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• Decline of be perfect
as she heard Mr. Lightfoot the Chaplain was come (1783, HAM/2/6)

Tell my Brother I wish he had come (c.1790, HAM/1/10/1/18)

• Near-disappearance of double -ing
owing to the Rash being coming out (1780, HAM/1/12/28)

• Grammaticalisation of the progressive

• Emergence of progressive of be and progressive passive
at this Moment I write from his bedside -- he is attended by two Physicians [cf.
archivist’s summary: He is being attended to] (1771, HAM/1/19/13)

she had known him when he was quite a little boy at ye. foundling -- he was being
blind brought up & having a good ear – brought up, by that excellent charity, to
Musick (1784, HAM/2/8) [neither a progressive of be nor a progressive passive ]

• Selective extension to have and to modals where they alternate with be. 27

Concluding remarks
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Concluding remarks
• Unlocking the Mary Hamilton Papers (2019-2022)

• Correspondence and diaries (c.1750-c.1820): annotated digital edition (MDC) and 
linguistic corpus (CQPweb - pos & semantic tagging)

• Interdisciplinary: language structure, letter-writing norms and usage, reading practices

• Social network analysis: personography, inter-/intra-speaker variation
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Unlocking the Mary Hamilton Papers
https://www.projects.alc.manchester.ac.uk/maryhamiltonpapers/

The Mary Hamilton Papers (c. 1750 - c. 1820). Compiled by David 

Denison, Nuria Yáñez-Bouza, Tino Oudesluijs, Cassandra Ulph, 

Christine Wallis, Hannah Barker and Sophie Coulombeau, University 

of Manchester. In progress, 2019-

https://www.digitalcollections.manchester.ac.uk/collections/maryhamilton


